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The five core roles of the Government or Public Affairs Officer
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• What this role does:

– Interprets political and social events or trends

– Acts as a “way-finder” and risk assessor in the external world

– Interprets risks and opportunities for the company

– Articulates the implications for the business related to legislation, regulation 
reputation, and social alignment

– Recommends and shapes company stance and action or inaction

• What key people might say about this role:
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Role #1 - Political Interpreter and Strategist 

Board 
Member

Executive 
Leader

Staff 
Professional

We need someone to look over the horizon on key issues, as well as know 
how to best represent our position on behalf of shareholders.

She understands our business and knows how to advocate with the right 
people in the public and legislative arenas to make our case.

She helps me know why we are taking the approach our organization has 
chosen and why she recommended that path to our leadership.

For more information see www.ironpeakalliance.com

http://www.ironpeakalliance.com/
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• What this role does:

– Looks for business value at every turn from multiple perspectives – corporate, 
competitive, investor, regulator, citizen, and stakeholder

– Sets company priorities on the basis of “value-to-effort” comparisons

– Acts as an “evangelist” for value being the arbiter of how resources are deployed

– Uses scenarios and works with Finance to estimate potential P&L impact of issues

– Defines what value means for the business unit(s) affected in consultation with leaders

– Pursues “quantified issues portfolio management” to illuminate profit impact

• What key people say about this role:
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Role #2 – Business Value Steward

Board 
Member

Executive 
Leader

Staff 
Professional

He tells us how every big issue or bill will affect each of our businesses over 
the short and long term, as well as the total of all issues in aggregate

He frames issues in terms of P&L impact, which prepares us for uncertainty 
and allows us to collectively manage the bottom line -- which is our most 
important job as a team

He uses data to put any issue in the context of running the business, so that 
we appreciate why we treat certain projects with different priority

For more information see www.ironpeakalliance.com

http://www.ironpeakalliance.com/
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• What this role does:

– Manages a “portfolio” of Public Affairs issues, projects, programs or campaigns

– Aligns initiative resources to potential business value to stay within overall 
resource constraints

– Drives resourcing strategy including budget, team size and make-up and use of 
cross-functional or outside resources

– Moves resources as conditions change to optimize value and P&L impact

• What key people say about this role:
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Role #3 – Resource Allocator

Board 
Member

Executive 
Leader

Staff 
Professional

He makes sure that the things we advocate for are worth the effort 

He helps us understand what resources are needed to protect our interests, 
so that we can all set priorities as a team 

He guides us on how we form teams and spend on consultants, so that we 
are using our resources wisely

For more information see www.ironpeakalliance.com

http://www.ironpeakalliance.com/
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• What this role does:

– Sets objectives and parameters of specific advocacy programs or projects based 
on external realities, business objectives, and available resources

– Sponsors and guides program approach, content, and execution

– Considers use of complementary internal and external resources to make 
advocacy most effective and efficient

– Monitors progress across all issues, bills, or programs and suggests adjustments

• What key people say about this role:
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Role #4 - Program Architect and Guide

Board 
Member

Executive 
Leader

Staff 
Professional

She makes sure that our external affairs people are using the right tools, 
talking to the right people, and sharing our critical messages

She knows how to architect a comprehensive plan to make our case, build a 
good team to make it happen, and guide their work

She explains why we are using the tools, information, and approaches for 
each bill or program and how they best fit the company’s needs

For more information see www.ironpeakalliance.com

http://www.ironpeakalliance.com/
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• What this role does:

– Advises business unit leadership teams recognizing their unique attributes, business needs, 
challenges and opportunities

– Works with Finance to quantify the P&L impact of relevant advocacy efforts across issues, 
projects, programs or campaigns

– Communicates constantly to provide the key link between Public/Government Affairs programs 
and Business Unit leaders with focus on P&L impact

– Builds cross-functional bridges, provides updates, engages leaders to gain alignment

– Identifies and suggests to the business potential opportunities for pursuit

• What key people say about this role:
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Role #5 – Business Partner

Board 
Member

Executive 
Leader

Staff 
Professional

She is the “grease in the gears” in our organization that keeps us coordinated 
and responsive to external issues

She keeps us informed, helps us anticipate, and reports on P&L impact by 
working with Finance 

She manages expectations and clarifies roles, so that we work well on cross-
functional teams

For more information see www.ironpeakalliance.com

http://www.ironpeakalliance.com/
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The Business Partner role integrates the other four, acting 
as “grease in the gears” of the modern corporation when 
it comes to advocacy

Acts like a member of the 
Executive Team charged with 
P&L responsibility and 
communicates in those terms 

Optimizes value by 
redirecting resources

Engages the business and 
other support functions to 
enhance delivery success 
(legal, marketing, 
communications, investor 
relations, operations)

Enables better progress by using 
resources more efficiently and 
effectively, ultimately increasing 
total available resources

For more information see www.ironpeakalliance.com

http://www.ironpeakalliance.com/
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• Are you and your function balanced across all five dimensions?

– External versus internal?

– Strategy versus execution?

– Is business partnership a “magnifier” of value or neutral to negative?

• To what extent do other executives harbor skepticism about your function?

• Which dimensions warrant special attention to improving?

• Do you have the right information, tools, and processes to thrive on all dimensions?

• To what degree are you ready for quick response to predictable challenges?

• Are you “pre-inoculated” against potential executive turnover?

• To what degree are you strategically relevant, clear, and compelling on 
demonstrating value to the business?

• Do you have an improvement plan to maximize your function’s value generation 
capacity?
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Implications of Five Roles – Questions to ask yourself

Iron Peak Alliance has tools, processes, and 
experience to help you on your improvement journey
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For more information, contact us

Rick Ferraro
202-210-6486
rick.ferraro@ironpeakalliance.com

Duncan Moss
duncan.moss@ironpeakalliance.com

www.ironpeakalliance.com for additional resources

mailto:rick.ferraro@ironpeakalliance.com
mailto:duncan.moss@ironpeakalliance.com
http://www.ironpeakalliance.com/

